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Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4
1 ________ is the science to make them secure and immune to attacks. Cryptography Cryptoanalysis Cryptanalysis Ceaser

2
_________ ciphers can be categorized into two broad 
categories:monoalphabetic and polyalphabetic.

 Substitution Transposition Asymmetric Encryption

3 ECB and CBC are ______ ciphers Block Stream Field substitution
4 The                  method provides a one-time session key for two parties Diffie-Hellman RSA DES AES

5
Digital signature provides                                    
  

 authentication nonrepudiation both (a) and (b) integrity

6 Which of them is not a wireless attack?
Eavesdropping MAC Spoofing Wireless 

Hijacking
 Phishing  

7 Misfeasor intruder is  normally? insider Outsider Middle Both insider & outsider

8
 _____________________ is the art & science of cracking the cipher-text without 
knowing the key.

Cracking Cryptoanalysis Cryptography Cryptology

9  Which of the following is not the primary objective of cryptography? 
 Confidentiality Data Integrity Data 

Redundancy 
 Authentication 

10 What is anomaly detection in IDS? Rules Based Action based  Custom base Stack based

11
In which approach an expert system is used to search for suspicious behavior 
of user?

 Anomaly detection. Penetration 
identification.

 Profile based Machine based

12

________________ is a cipher formed out of substitution where for a given 
keyvalue the cipher alphabet for every plain text remains fixed all through the 
encryption procedure.

Polyalphabetic Cipher Caesar Cipher  Playfair Cipher  Monoalphabetic Cipher 

13
 __________at first, a key table is produced. That key table is a 5 by 5 grid of 
alphabets which operates as the key to encrypt the plaintext. 

 Rolling Cipher Shift Cipher Playfair Cipher Block Cipher  

14
An attempt to harm, damage or cause threat to a system or network is 
broadly termed as ______

Cyber-crime  Cyber Attack System 
hijacking

Digital crime

15
Public key encryption is advantageous over Symmetric key Cryptography 
because of

Speed Space Key Exchange Key Length

16
_____ is a process of attempting to break into the system without permission or by 
force or misusing someone's system.

Intrusion Conffusion Diffusion Masqueration

17
______________ employs a text string as a key that is implemented to do a series of 
shifts on the plain-text.

Vigenere Cipher Shift Cipher Playfair Cipher Block Cipher 

18 The length of Message Digest in SHA 1 is? 128 160 64 54

19
User who interrupts the privacy or resources of other users without permission is 
called _____

Spammers Intruders Vendors Masqueraders

20
The ________________ has piece of the keyword that has the same length as that 
of the plaintext.

Block Cipher  One-time pad  Hash functions  Vigenere Cipher 

21
______________ is the mathematical procedure or algorithm which 
produces a cipher-text for any specified plaintext.

Encryption Algorithm Decryption 
Algorithm

Hashing 
Algorithm

Tuning Algorithm

22 Diffie-Helman algorithm is used for digital signature encryption decryption key exchange 

23
In Digital Signature, there is _____ relationship between signature and 
message?

Many to one One to many Many to many One to one 

24 A small piece of software attached to programs is known as _____ Virus Worm Antivirus Syware

25
If end to end connection is done at a network or IP level, and if there are 
N hosts, then what is the number of keys required?

 N(N-1)/2 N N(N+1)/2 N/2

26 Which one of the following is not an application of hash functions?
One-way password file Key wrapping Virus 

Detection
Intrusion detection

27 In _____ phase the virus is inactive. Propagation Triggering Dormant Execution

28 Secure hash algorithm developed by ___? ANSI IEE NIST  d) none of the above

29 Which MAC is used in S/MIME? 
CMAC with SHA-2 HMAC with 

MD4 
HMAC with 
MD5 

HMAC with SHA-1

30  In asymmetric key cryptography, the private key is kept by __________ 
sender  receiver sender and 

receiver 
 all the connected devices to the 
network 


